Dear Executive Committee,

There will be a meeting on Sept. 8, as planned last spring, to prepare for the general meeting of Sept. 15.

Now that we're freshly rested (?) from a hectic summer of research, teaching, vacationing (why aren't summers longer?) -- we can take up the women's struggle with renewed energy. In any case, we have a lot to talk about: the B.C. discrimination cases, which are now part of the Congressional Record; the Day Care Collective, which won a respite at LaGuardia Hall till January, but is still basically insecure about its position; the Fall Conference planned for Oct. 18; the Women's Studies program; and -- last but not least -- our relation to the B.C. administration.

We've accomplished a lot in our first green year: helped individuals file discrimination complaints, helped a study group of working women get a foundation grant, helped the Day Care Collective get an extension on facilities, made contact with political leaders like Shirley Chisholm, Bella Abzug, and Carol Greitzer, run a lecture series and laid the basis for a women's studies program, and generally brought the woman question more into the consciousness of Brooklyn College. Not a bad start.....

But there's more to do, so please try to make it:

Sept. 8
1:00 P.M.
Faculty Lounge
Boylan Hall

[Signature]

Renate